Executive Summary
This GANA executive summary is for information purposes only, and does not
constitute and is not intended to be an offer of securities or any other financial
or investment instrument in any jurisdiction.
GANA does not guarantee the accuracy of the conclusions reached in this
white paper, and this white paper is provided “as is.” For the purpose of this
disclaimer, the term, “GANA” includes its shareholders, directors, executives,
employees and affiliates. GANA may modify the contents of this white paper at
its sole discretion, and only the current version of the white paper will control,
notwithstanding that the reader may have read an older version.
With respect to this white paper or any of the content contained herein, GANA
expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied,
statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including without limitation, any
representations or warranties of title, non-infringement, merchantability, usage,
suitability or fitness for any particular purpose, or the absence of any error.
In no event shall GANA be liable to any person or entity for any damages,
losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, including, without limitation,
any loss of business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible
losses, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental,
actual, exemplary, punitive or special, even if advised of the possibility of such
damages, arising directly or indirectly from the use of, reference to, or reliance
on this white paper or any of the content contained herein.
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Overview

More than 20 countries have fully or partially legalized medical and recreational cannabis, including
the USA, Canada, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. The cannabis industry is growing
exponentially in these countries, but relevant data collection and analysis lags far behind. This lost
data could be used to help cannabis users with therapeutic and other recommendations, and to help
the cannabis industry with business intelligence that increases efficiency and profits.

GANA Technologies solves the data loss problem by creating a blockchain ecosystem which collects
and shares data from cannabis users, retailers, growers, distributors, and researchers. GANA
intends to use blockchain technology to become the biggest data holder and AI provider in the
cannabis industry.

Personalized data collection
and recommendations
GANA AI will collect and
analyze data on gender,
race, weight, emotion, and
much more. GANA will use
blockchain technology to
maintain user data integrity,
reliability, security,
transparency and
anonymity.

Members of the GANA cannabis user community can share their activities with
GANA AI and with other members. Users are encouraged to do so since sharing
data through the mobile application is rewarded with GANA tokens. The GANA
network will also offer token rewards for verified-purchase consumer reviews,
loyalty, and for referring new customers.
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Data sharing with the cannabis industry
GANA Technologies will provide business intelligence
services for cannabis companies that require insights
deduced from the GANA data pool. Those companies can
enter into a partnership with GANA.

In order for a company to participate in GANA's data
sharing network, it must hold a certain amount of GANA
tokens and pass a GANA certification process. The hold
amount is determined by the scope of data sharing and the
purpose of the participation. Companies that provide data
to GANA will be rewarded a certain amount of tokens
based on the value of their data.

Product Verification

GANA Payments

Partners who enter a product verification agreement with
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GANA will also develop a seed-to-sale tracking system to
assure users that the information on the certificates is

Businesses can use GANA tokens for business-to-
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business payments on the platform. The GANA
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cryptocurrency ecosystem will facilitate
remittances for the cannabis industry, easing
major pain points for the cannabis sector caused
loss of cash funds. Security liabilities such as
employee theft and robbery of cash reserves will
be largely eliminated.

GANA will provide financial mobility and freedom
for cannabis businesses whose cash reserves are
to one degree or another “unbankable”. GANA
tokens are not subject to asset seizure like bank
accounts and custodial accounts, as there is no
centralized entity holding a company’s GANA
token assets.

Business Intelligence
Marketing and advertising technology is critical to business success. But, unlike traditional businesses, legal cannabis
faces a unique dilemma. Cannabis entrepreneurs have had almost no solid information on which to base business
decisions and had to rely mostly on instinct. GANA aims to solve that problem.

The GANA token cryptocurrency ecosystem is designed to enable GANA Technologies to establish the data collection
network needed to build out the GANA business intelligence platform. The platform will provide valuable insights to
cannabis businesses that never existed before. Data will be collected from ecosystem partners with the help of GANA’s
first strategic partner Dreamfields, a leading operator both in recreational and pharmaceutical cannabis that has an
enormous reach to the entire cannabis industry.

GANA will enable businesses to make data-driven decisions based on actionable data published in real-time. GANA’s
business intelligence will come from a broad GANA install base of retail integrations and cannabis user’s mobile devices,
looking at experiences and transactions in aggregate to identify market trends.

GANA will aggregate data to be used to expand the capabilities of the business intelligence suite, tracking market trends,
and allowing businesses to optimize product selection and production using live data. Suppliers and marketing partners will
be able to target relevant advertisements to users.

All data will be hashed and posted to the Ethereum blockchain, allowing for transparent third-party auditing of the GANA’s
business intelligence performance and accuracy.

Content consumption analytics will inform and guide content creators according to market trends. A content analysis
module will allow content creators to submit video content OTT (Over The Top) to the user base.
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Research Intelligence
The GANA mobile application will connect users and GANA AI, gathering quantitative and qualitative information.
GANA AI will be capable of clustering similar groups of mobile app users to verify a statistical hypothesis.
Research data will also be acquired by GANA Technologies from surveys, labs, communities, and academic
sources and inputted into GANA AI.

Pharmaceutical company Use case:

Research institution use case:

A pharmaceutical company plans to develop a daily

A research institution wants to study the correlation
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data collected from the GANA mobile application. The
research institution gains statistically valid insights using
their own methodologies to process results from similar
studies shared with GANA AI, develops and implements
its own more efficient and less costly study, and then
shares its own research results and conclusions with
GANA AI.

Research data will be hashed and posted to the Ethereum blockchain for assurance of data integrity. Hashed data also
allows for the tracking and identification of corrupted or malicious data, allowing for transparent, third-party auditing of
the GANA AI’s research network performance and accuracy.

Sales & Distribution condition

Sale Condition
Total token amount : 2,400,000,000 GANA / GANA Token rate : 1 ETH = 20,000 GANA
Sale condition

Hard cap

Ratio

Bonus rate

GANA Token per ETH

Private sale

10,000 ETH

16.67%

30%

1ETH = 20,000 + 6,000 GANA

Public sale

50,000 ETH

83.33%

0~10%

1ETH = 20,000 + 0 ~ 2,000 GANA

Round 1 : Selling before total ETH amount reaches 15,000 : 2,000 (+ 10%)
Round 2 : Selling before total ETH amount reaches 30,000 : 1,000 (+ 5%)
Round 3 : Selling before total ETH amount reaches 45,000 : 500 (+ 2.5%)
Round 4 : Selling after total ETH amount reaches 45,000 : no bonus

Coin Allocation

Use of proceed

GANA sale

50%

60%

Technical cooperation cost

15%

Advisor & partners

20%

Marketing and operation

15%

Reserve pool

20%

GANA Technologies R&D

10%

Company

10%

Team

Development scope

Sold less than 20%

Refund

Sold more than 20%

GANA mobile application development for GANA usage / GANA AI development /
Personalized data collection and learning / AI development process management system

Sold more than 50%

GANA ecosystem B2B open platform / Data collection channel expansion and partnership /
Cannabis industry modernization crew support

Sold more than 80%

Proceed overall project

Roadmap

Blockchain & AI
R&D

Mobile Application
B2C

Business Intelligence
B2B

ICO START
2018 Q2
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Industry Big Data

User Big Data

Data sharing

PA service

Joint Research

Feature Improve

Business Intelligence
Platform

Digital Certification
Issuing

Phase 1
Securing users

Supply Chain
Tracking

Research User data
Token Payment System

Phase 2
Biggest data holder
in cannabis industry

Integrating User &
Industry Data

Learning Data

Complete PA service

Monitoring AI performance
Phase 3
Provide AI Technology
to cannabis industry

2021 Q2

Disclaimers

1.

GANA does not make any representations or warranties related to the token sale, and all
responsibility for the token sale is the sole responsibility of the token sale participant.

2.

GANA is conducting token sales in accordance with laws of the jurisdiction where it is
incorporated, and token sale participants participate in the token sale by having complied
with all procedures and qualifications required to participate in such token sales in
accordance with the law of their nationality. For example (the examples below are not
exhaustive):
(i) A citizen of a nation that legally prohibits participation in token sales; or
(ii) A participant that does not comply with the legal requirements of his or her home
country. Any consequences that arise from failure to follow the laws applicable to the
procedure and qualifications of the participant's jurisdiction will be borne by the token
sale participant.

3.

GANA may request token sale participants to undergo certain KYC procedures for the
purpose of issuing its tokens. Accordingly, GANA reserves the right to refuse to sell its
tokens to any potential buyer pursuant to its internal policies.

4.

GANA does not guarantee token sale participants any profits, including the investment
principal, with respect to its tokens and does not grant any other rights. If the GANA project
is successful, token holders can use such tokens for the various opportunities made
available by the GANA project.

5.

The token sale participant acknowledges that the participant fully understands the contents
of the white papers provided by GANA and it's participating in this token sale with the
intention of fully accepting the risk of the failure of the project. The participant also
acknowledges that the participant fully understands that its tokens do not constitute any
form of currency or security.

